
PACKAGING : 1 PIECE

This medical device is intended for patient positioning.
This is not a restraint system.

Before use, it is important to check the status of the device: stitching, state of the buckles, slings, fabric. 
Any damage will either be repaired by NAUSICAA Medical, or will result in a disposal.

ECO BELT

CECO-A ABDOMINAL ECO BELT One Size Fits O

CECO-P PELVIC ECO BELT One Size Fits O

CECO-B BUST ECO BELT One Size Fits O

CECO-I INTEGRAL ECO BELT One Size Fits O

HOME CARE RANGE

FOR ALL CHAIRS

Abdominal ECO Belt: CECO-A Pelvic ECO Belt: CECO-P Bust ECO Belt: CECO-B Integral ECO Belt: CECO-I

CECO-A CECO-P CECO-B CECO-I

THIS MEDICAL DEVICE MUST BE 
IMPLEMENTED BY A TRAINED 

HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
Pelvic 
Modular 
Element

OPTIONS



COMPOSITION
HOMECARE RANGE

Jersey polyester doublé de mousse polyuréthane
Biais 91 % polyamide - 9 % élasthanne

Sangle 100 % polyester
Boucles nylon

Épaulières PVC

The ECO Belt is declined under 4 modular versions :

1. the Abdominal ECO Belt.
-Position the belt at the patient’s weist level.
- Pass the sling behind the backrest of the chair
- Close the nylon buckle, then adjust the sling length by avoiding compress the patient’s abdominal

2. the Pelvic ECO Belt is composed of the Abdominal ECO Belt to which is added a pelvic modular 
element.
-Position the pelvic maintain on the chair, fix the sling 25 mm at the backrest of the chair
-Seat the patient on the chair
-Position the slings behind the behind the headrest of the chair. Close the nylon buckle, then adjust the 
sling length by avoiding compress the patient’s abdominal.

3. the Bust ECO Belt.
-Position the belt at the patient’s waist level.
- Pass the sling behind the backrest of the chair
-Close the nylon buckle, then adjust the sling length by avoiding compress the patient’s abdominal
-Set the shoulder harness by positioning correctly the shoulder pad on the patient’s shoulders, put the 
buckle behind the headrest. Pass a shoulder pad sling under the maintaining sling, connect the buckle 
and adjust its length
 

4. the Integral ECO Belt is composed of the Bust ECO Belt to which is added a pelvic modular element.
For the ECO Belt Integral settlement, proceed firstly like the Pelvic ECO Belt (2) then like the paragraph 
d) concerning Bust ECO belt (3). 

 INSTRUCTION FOR USE
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ECO BELT

CE DISPOSITIF MÉDICAL DOIT ÊTRE MIS EN OEUVRE OU FAIRE
 L’OBJET D’UNE FORMATION PAR UN PROFESSIONNEL DE SANTÉ

IMPORTANT RECOMMANDATIONS : 
In order to get a maximum efficiency of these sort of product, it is necessary:
-to choose the appropriate size for the patient
-to get the best possible adjustment to the patient
These products must be in direct contact with a wounded skin.


